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A B S T R A C T

Objectives: The development ofmeasures such as the EQ-HWB (EQHealth andWellbeing) requires selection of items. This study
explored the psychometric performance of candidate items, testing their validity in patients, social carer users, and carers.

Methods: Article and online surveys that included candidate items (N = 64) were conducted in Argentina, Australia, China,
Germany, United Kingdom, and the United States. Psychometric assessment on missing data, response distributions, and
known group differences was undertaken. Dimensionality was explored using exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis.
Poorly fitting items were identified using information functions, and the function of each response category was assessed
using category characteristic curves from item response theory (IRT) models. Differential item functioning was tested across
key subgroups.

Results: There were 4879 respondents (Argentina = 508, Australia = 514, China = 497, Germany = 502, United Kingdom = 1955,
United States = 903). Where missing data were allowed, it was low (UK article survey 2.3%; US survey 0.6%). Most items had
responses distributed across all levels. Most items could discriminate between groups with known health conditions with
moderate to large effect sizes. Items were less able to discriminate across carers. Factor analysis found positive and negative
measurement factors alongside the constructs of interest. For most of the countries apart from China, the confirmatory factor
analysis model had good fit with some minor modifications. IRT indicated that most items had well-functioning response
categories but there was some evidence of differential item functioning in many items.

Conclusions: Items performed well in classical psychometric testing and IRT. This large 6-country collaboration provided
evidence to inform item selection for the EQ-HWB measure.

Keywords: EQ-HWB, health and wellbeing, item selection, item response theory, measurement development, psychometrics,
quality-adjusted life-year.
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Introduction

The “Extending the QALY” project aimed to develop a new
generic measure, the EQ-HWB (EQ Health and Wellbeing), that
can be used in economic evaluation across health, social care, and
public health to estimate quality-adjusted life-years, based on the
views of users and beneficiaries of these services including
informal carers. The aim was to develop a long and short version,
with the latter designed to be amenable to valuation to address
the need for a single measure that would be used within and
across the different beneficiaries.1

Stage 1 of this project established the domains for the measure,
which were based on aspects of health and wellbeing identified as
important in qualitative research by future users of the measure.2

A qualitative literature review was undertaken to identify quali-
tative reviews on the impact on health and wellbeing of health
15 - see front matter Copyright ª 2021, International Society for Pharmacoe
rticle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
conditions, being an informal carer or being a social care user, and
primary qualitative work used in measure development.3 This
resulted in 32 subdomains organized into 7 high level domains
(activity, autonomy, cognition, feelings and emotions, relation-
ships, physical sensations, and self-identity).

Stage 2 generated a list of candidate items for each subdomain
and stage 3 explored the content and face validity of these items
(n = 97) using a standardized interview protocol across 6 countries
(Argentina, Australia, China, England, Germany, and the United
States) with individuals with various physical and mental health
conditions, carers, and social care users.4 This explored potential
users’ interpretation and views of the items. During stage 2,
criteria for item selection were developed that reflected the aims
of the project, and these were taken into consideration at every
stage to support item selection (these criteria are discussed in a
separate article5). These criteria aimed to identify items which
conomics and Outcomes Research, Inc. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open
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would work well for both measurement and valuation (such as
brief and unambiguous items). Findings from the interviews were
used to identify items (n = 64) to take forward to the psychometric
assessment.

Psychometric methods are widely used in the development of
outcome measures and are an essential step in generating a valid
and reliable questionnaire.6 Current best practice recommends a
combination of classical test theory approaches, confirmatory
factor analysis (CFA), and analysis based on modern measurement
theory such as item response theory (IRT) or Rasch analysis.7 Stage
2 provided qualitative evidence on the face validity of the pro-
posed items whereas the stage 4 assessment aimed to provide
quantitative evidence of validity in a larger sample. This article
sets out the methods, results, and discussion of stage 4: classical
psychometric analyses, factor analyses, and IRT analyses.
Methods

Future users of the new measure include patients, social care
users, and informal carers. Therefore, a survey was undertaken
targeting these groups and healthy individuals in 6 countries
(Argentina, Australia, China, Germany, the United Kingdom, and
the United States). Informal carers were defined as those who
looked after friends or family because they were sick, disabled, or
elderly. The study was initiated in the United Kingdom, and then
other researchers who were members of the EuroQol Group were
invited to apply to replicate aspects of the study including face
validity (stage 2) and this stage. Applications were assessed by the
funder with focus on a mix of countries with consideration of
different languages and potential cultural differences.

Sample

All participants were aged 18 years or older and able to com-
plete a questionnaire in the main language of their country. In the
United Kingdom, patients were recruited from online panels
(target n = 1200) and from National Health Service (NHS) Trusts
and primary care (target n = 800) with the latter invited by health
or other professionals in person or by post with a self-complete
article questionnaire. The invite included an option to request
interviewer assistance (to encourage frail adults to take part) or to
complete the survey online. For the online UK panel, patients with
cancer, depression or anxiety, asthma or chronic obstructive pul-
monary disease, diabetes, arthritis, heart conditions, or irritable
bowel syndrome/Crohn’s disease were targeted (n $ 100 in the
online panel). Conditions were selected to represent both long-
term physical and mental health conditions including those with
the highest prevalence.8 Social care users and informal carers
were recruited via both the NHS and online.

Participants in the other countries were recruited from online
panels only, targeting different groups that were dependent on
the context: Argentina (cancer, mental health, diabetes, carers),
Australia (mental health, people experiencing pain, carers, people
who use care aids), China (depression, generalized anxiety disor-
der, chronic hepatitis B, human immunodeficiency virus/acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome, and carers), Germany (cancer,
carers), and the United States (cancer). A healthy general popu-
lation (defined as a visual analog score on health of .80) was also
recruited online in all countries.

For both factor and IRT analysis, a sample size of 500 is
considered adequate.9 To ensure an adequate sample was ach-
ieved, the overall target sample size in the United Kingdom was
2000 participants across different clusters, age groups, and di-
agnoses to allow for subgroup analysis where necessary whereas
for the other countries the target was 500 with fewer subgroups.
Data Collection

The selection of items and additional questionnaires for in-
clusion in the survey questionnaire balanced respondent burden
with data requirements for the analysis. A survey was designed
that included the EQ-HWB candidate items (n = 64). Domain and
subdomain analysis to explore the performance of items is more
robust if there are at least 4 items per subdomain10 so 2 additional
items were included to facilitate the IRT analysis: “I felt cheerful,”
which was taken from the Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing
Scale11 and included in the happiness/sadness domain, and “How
difficult is it for you to wash, toilet, dress yourself, eat or care for
your appearance?” (with different response options to those
tested in face validity), which was taken from the AQol-8D12 and
included in the personal care domain. Positive and negative items
were retained from stage 3 despite the acknowledgment that
combining both positively and negatively worded items would be
challenging for preference elicitation exercises.

Response options for most of the items used frequency terms
(not at all, only occasionally, some of the time, often, most, or all of
the time [n = 55]) with some items using severity terms (mild,
slight, moderate, severe, or very severe [n = 2] or not at all, a little
bit, somewhat, quite a bit, or very much [n = 1]) and difficulty
terms (no difficulty, slight, some, a lot of, unable [n = 7], or a
phrase to describe difficulty [n = 1]). Countries that needed
translation (Argentina, China, and Germany) used the validated
translation from the face validity studies (stage 3). Items that were
added or modified from the face validity study underwent back
translation into English alongside modification by an independent
translation company. International teams proofread and approved
the final versions.

Background information and other health and wellbeing
questionnaires were also included to support analysis of domain
structure. The additional questionnaires were the EQ-5D 3-level
version (EQ-5D-3L)13 and EQ-5D 5-level version (EQ-5D-5L),14

the short Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale
(SWEMWBS),15 and Adult Social Care Outcomes Toolkit
[ASCOT]16). EQ-5D-3L and EQ-5D-5L are generic health measures
with 5 dimensions and 3 or 5 levels of severity, respectively. The
SWEMWBS is a 7-item measure covering positive mental well-
being. ASCOT, a measure of social care related quality of life with 9
items, was only included in the United Kingdom, the United States,
and Australia because translated versions were not available.
Items from the SWEMWBS and EQ-5D were used to support
estimation of latent constructs for the IRT and CFA. Average scores
for the measures were used to describe the samples; ASCOT was
scored using UK public preferences,16 SWEMWBS was scored by
summing across items,15 and the EQ-5D measures were scored
with the relevant country tariffs where available.

Three versions of the survey were created with a different
order of the EQ-HWB candidate items to minimize learning and
order effects and further randomized as to whether EQ-5D-3L or
EQ-5D-5L appeared last (to support separate analysis on a com-
parison between these 2 instruments) making 6 different ver-
sions. Positively (n = 19) and negatively (n = 36) worded
frequency items were grouped together to minimize the number
of reversals of the meaning of the response options (eg, whether
“often” represents higher or lower wellbeing). Items using “dif-
ficulty” response options were also grouped together. All other
questionnaires were presented after the EQ-HWB candidate
items. The same versions were administered across all countries,
with approved EuroQol translations for EQ-5D to German,
Argentinian Spanish, and simplified Chinese and relevant trans-
lations for the SWEMWBS.17-19 A single company (Accent)
managed the data collection.
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All participants provided an informed consent. Participants
recruited in the United Kingdom via NHS Trusts, primary care
organizations, and other organizations were given a £5 voucher,
which was sent on receipt of the questionnaire. Online partici-
pants were rewarded based on their specific panel agreements,
which was mainly points. Ethical approval was obtained for all the
studies.

Analysis

The main aim of the data analysis was to assess item perfor-
mance from a psychometric perspective to support selection of
items for a long measure and a shorter measure, which would be
suitable for valuation. The analysis also sought to confirm the
domain structure. Classical psychometric analysis was undertaken
exploring responses (inconsistencies, missing data, distribution)
and sensitivity to known group differences. Factor analysis and IRT
were used to assess dimensionality and performance of items. All
items were recoded such that a higher score reflected poorer
health or wellbeing. An analysis protocol was developed and used
to support consistent analysis across the countries with modifi-
cation based on sample size and groups that were included. A
summary of the analysis methods is presented in Table 120-26;
further detail is available in the Supplemental Technical Appendix
in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2
021.11.1361.

To support the consultation process that was used to inform
item selection for the 2 EQ-HWB measures,1 each country team
summarized the all the psychometric evidence and face validity
evidence27 using a 4 to 1 scale (performs very well, fairly well,
mixed evidence, and performs poorly) for each item. The project
criteria for item selection5 aided item prioritization. This included
judgments on whether there was evidence that items were un-
acceptable (eg, ambiguous, offensive), were interpreted and
answered differently for different people (eg, experiencing dif-
ferential item functioning [DIF]), or were too mild or extreme to be
appropriate for inclusion in a generic measure.
Results

Sample

A total of 4879 participants were recruited during 2018 and
2019 to take part in the psychometric survey across the 6 coun-
tries including people with long-term conditions, social care users,
and carers (Table 2); 49 respondents were dropped because of
inconsistencies: United Kingdom (32), Germany (6), China (0),
Argentina (11), and the United States (0). Mean age was 46.8 (SD
17.8) and 51.5% were female and 36.2% were carers.

No respondents took up the offer of a face-to-face interview
and 15 chose to complete the survey online after receiving a
article-based questionnaire. Those who completed online were
younger than those who completed the article-based
questionnaire.

Missing Items and Distribution

The average missing data for the candidate items were 2.3%
from the UK article-based surveys and 0.6% for the United States,
which was the only online collection that did not force responses.
The proportion of missing data in the UK article survey ranged
from 0.6 to 4.5% (see Supplemental Appendix UK Table 2 in Sup-
plemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2
021.11.1361) with the exception of one question (“I felt able to
cope with my day-to-day life”) that had 19.5% missing because of a
problem with the printing of one version of the questionnaire. In
the United States, the proportion ranged from 0% to 6.4%, the
highest being for the item “I was able to do the things I wanted to
do” (see Supplemental Appendix USA Table 2 in Supplemental
Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2021.11.1361).

A summary of the results of the classical psychometric analysis
is presented in Appendix Table A.3 in Supplemental Materials
found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2021.11.1361. Most of the
items did not have high ceiling effects with the exception those
from the self-care, mobility, hearing, and seeing subdomains. Only
2 items had ,5% reporting at the highest end: “I felt worried” in
Argentina and “I felt able to cope with my day-to-day life” in
China.

There was evidence of ,5% at the lowest level for most items,
with slightly less distribution concerns in the UK and Australian
data. There were few respondents reporting the worse option for
items within the activity domain, items in the safety subdomain,
the items for pain and discomfort with severity response options,
and the items “I felt calm” and “I got along well with people
around me.”

Known Group Validity

Most of the items were able to detect known group differences
across the physical health conditions with moderate to large effect
sizes in most countries. Appendix Table A.3 in Supplemental
Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2021.11.1361 pro-
vides a summary based on the lowest effect size across the
identified health conditions (see also Appendix in Supplemental
Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2021.11.1361).
Most items were able to discriminate well between those with
and without an identified mental health condition in all countries
(Appendix Table A.3 and Appendix in Supplemental Materials
found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2021.11.1361).

In the larger UK and US data sets, comparisons also included
severity of mental health condition and severity of arthritis based
on self-reported of current mobility and anxiety/depression. For
some items, effect sizes for these comparisons were lower, which
helped in distinguishing between items in these countries (see
Appendix in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1
016/j.jval.2021.11.1361).

The support question “I had support when I needed it” per-
formed poorly across all countries for physical and mental health
group differences, despite a similar item “I felt unsupported by
other people” having moderate to high effect sizes. For the self-
care items, those with frequency response options perform
worse than those with difficulty response options. Items aiming to
tap into final outcomes (eg, My personal needs were met) which
could be attained through respondents’ own functioning or
through their care provision showed lower effect sizes.

Appendix Table A.3 in Supplemental Materials found at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2021.11.1361 also shows effect sizes for high-
versus low-hour carers. Effect sizes are moderate to low and do
not clearly distinguish between items (effect sizes for having a
caring role are shown in the Appendix in Supplemental Materials
found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2021.11.1361).
Domain Structure: Exploratory Factor Analysis and CFA

Exploratory factor analysis results showed that 3 factors con-
tained most of the items and combined into a positively worded
broad wellbeing/mental health factor, a negatively worded broad
wellbeing/mental health factor, and a factor for SWEMWBS items.
These results suggested the need to model CFA using a bifactor
approach in which a negatively worded measurement factor and a
positively worded measurement factor were included alongside
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Table 1. Analysis methods.

Assessment area Measurement property Analysis

Data cleaning Inconsistency - Inconsistency—where the EQ-5D-3L and EQ-5D-5L were both collected (all
countries except Australia), reporting top level for a domain in 1 EQ-5D version yet
the bottom level in the other EQ-5D version was judged as evidence of a potential
lack of concentration and hence inconsistency

- Ticking .1 response option (article-based UK data only)

Distribution
of responses

Missing data Missing data (article-based UK data and online USA only because these were the
only surveys in which skipping items was possible). Items were flagged if they had
.5% missing data.

Ceiling and floor effects Distribution across severity levels was assessed and items were judged as
potentially problematic if they had skewed distributions such that either .70% or
,5% responded in the top or bottom category. Consideration was given to the
actual item and population because for some items, such as “seeing,” we would
expect to see a very skewed distribution.

Validity Known group The ability of items to discriminate between groups with known differences was
assessed. Cohens D (mean difference divided by pooled SD) was estimated to
assess sensitivity based on standard thresholds: 0.2 to ,0.5, 0.5 to ,0.8, and 0.8 or
more denote small, medium, and large effect sizes, respectively.20 Mann-Whitney-
Wilcoxon tests that more appropriately account for the 5-point ordinal scale were
also conducted. This is calculated based on the percent of cases in which a random
observation from group 0 is higher than a random observation from group 1, plus
half the probability that the values are tied.
Groups included:
- Those with a health condition compared with a healthy group defined as an EQ-
VAS score of 80 or above and no long-term condition reported; matched by age
group

- Mild vs severe mobility impairment judged based on EQ-5D-5L mobility item for
those self-reporting arthritis (levels 1-3 vs 4-5)

- Mild vs severe mental health condition judged based on EQ-5D-5L depression/
anxiety item for those self-reporting depression, anxiety, or another mental health
condition (levels 1-3 vs 4-5)

- Carers vs noncarers; matched by age group, being female, and presence of long-
term condition

- Carers with low burden (caring 1-19 hours) vs carers with high burden (.19
hours); matched by age group, being female, and presence of long-term condition

Measurement
structure

Correlation Full correlation matrix using Spearman rank correlations to identify the level of
correlation of items within dimensions and across dimensions. Items that had low
correlations with other items within their subdomain (,0.5) or high correlations
with items from other subdomains (.0.7) were flagged because this indicated they
may be measuring other constructs.

Multidimensional relationship - EFA was used to further understand the correlation patterns within the data and
to determine whether a bifactor model21 was required. Bifactor models are used
in CFA where items reflect .1 construct.22

- CFA was used to test the working conceptual model. The CFA excludes hearing,
seeing, discomfort, and sleep because these only had 1 or 2 items and they had
been found to be independent in separate analyses (see Technical Appendix in
Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2021.11.1361). A
bifactor CFA model was used to reflect both the conceptual framework and results
from the correlation analysis and EFA. Highly correlated items (.0.8) from
different subdomains were analyzed together. Items from the EQ-5D and
SWEMWBS were included in the CFA where necessary to aid model identification
and robustness. All models were undertaken using UK data and then tested on
the other country data. CFA models were judged based on the following fit indices:
RMSEA ,0.6 taken as good, CFI .0.95 taken as good, and TLI .0.95 taken as
good.23 To assess the bifactor results, items were flagged if the ratio of the loading
to factor of interest (a measure of association between the item and the construct
we are trying to measure) was relatively low compared with loading onto the
measurement factor. Given that no cutoff recommendation could be found in the
literature, we judged that a value of below 1.75 times was potentially problematic.

Multi-item relationship The graded response IRT model was used to assess the fit and performance of
items within each factor representing a domain from the CFA. Analysis was done
separately for each domain.
- Item fit was confirmed using S_X2.24 We applied a threshold of P,.01 as a po-
tential flag for misfit; this is lower than the standard 0.05 because of multiple
testing.

- Local independence was tested by assessing residual correlation between items
within the domain. Items were flagged if they had a residual correlation . 0.25.25

continued on next page
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Table 1. Continued

Assessment area Measurement property Analysis

Item performance - The discrimination (slope) of each item indicates how well the item differentiates
between subjects with different levels of the latent factor. A higher value is
preferred. Item discrimination can be classified as follows: 0 is “none”; 0.01-0.34 is
“very low”; 0.35-0.64 is “low”; 0.65-1.34 is “moderate”; 1.35-1.69 is “high”; $ 1.7 is
“very high.”26

- Item threshold parameters (difficulty) of each item show the level of the latent
factor above which the probability of choosing that response option or higher is
.50%.

- CCCs show the probability of choosing a category for each value of the latent
variable (theta). The CCCs were studied for each item to evaluate the function of
each response category, in particular whether there is a specific range of the
latent factor where that category is most likely to be chosen. Items with nonop-
timal response categories were flagged.

- Item information functions show how well and precisely each item measures the
latent factor at different levels of the latent factor, using a measure called “in-
formation.” Preferred items are those that provide high level of information
across the full range of the latent factor score.

- DIF tests assesses whether different groups treat the questions in the same way.
DIF tests were based on age (young [18-44 years] vs old [145 years]), gender,
having a degree, mental health condition, and being a carer. Items were flagged if
they exhibited DIF. DIF analyses were performed within the IRT model. These were
based on a likelihood ratio test of main vs nested models that constrained the
discrimination and difficulty parameters to be the same across the groups of
interest. Due to the large number of DIF tests (5 groups across all candidate items
for each country), a P,.01 was used.

CCC indicates category characteristic curve; CFA, confirmatory factor analysis; CFI, comparative fit index; DIF, differential item functioning; EFA, Exploratory factor
analysis; EQ-5D-3L, EQ-5D 3 level version; EQ-5D-5L, EQ-5D 5 level version; EQ-VAS, EQ-visual analog scale; IRT indicates item response theory; RMSEA, root mean
square error of approximation; SWEMWBS, short Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale; TLI, Tucker-Lewis index; UK, United Kingdom; USA, United States of
America.
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the subdomains (both of which were constrained to have zero
correlation with the subdomain factors).

The initial CFA model was established using UK data from a
combination of the original conceptual model, studying the cor-
relation matrix with particular attention to where items did not
appear to fit well within their subdomain, and the results from the
exploratory factor analysis. The inclusion of measurement factors
via a bifactor model improved model performance although most
of the variance in items (.69%) was explained by the domain
factor rather than the measurement factors.

The initial analysis found that the domain daily activity was
not well identified. This subdomain was originally included in the
conceptual model to cover usual daily activity such as work, travel
shopping, and housework. Three potential items designed to pick
up this domain (EQ-5D usual activity, I could do what was needed,
I was able to do daily activities) were not highly correlated.
Consequently, these items were moved to domains where they
showed higher correlation patterns. The item “I could do what I
needed” was moved into meaningful/valuable activity, and the
item “I was able to do daily activities” was moved into mobility.

The item “I was able to do the things I wanted to do” with
severity response choices was originally intended to be within the
meaningful/valuable activity subdomain yet correlated,0.75 with
other items in the domain and correlated .0.75 with other items
from the control domain. Therefore, it was moved into the control
subdomain.

A well-fitting bifactor CFA model was attained for the UK data
(Fig. 1) in which there were separate factors for subdomains in the
feelings and emotions domain (happy, hope, anxiety, safety, and
anger), activity domain (self-care, enjoyable activity, mobility),
autonomy domain (control and coping), and physical sensations
domain (pain and energy). Self-respect only had one subdomain.
Relationships subdomains did not separate out into different
factors whereas the cognition subdomains did not have enough
items to separate them out. The positively and negatively worded
measurement factors were also included.

The CFA factors were highly correlated yet merging those
factors that correlated most highly (0.961 between anxiety and
coping) resulted in reduced model fit. The UK model also achieved
good fit on the Australian and US data. The model required some
minor modification to fit the German data where good model fit
was attained when energy (which included only 2 items) was
dropped and mobility and self-care factors were combined.
Similarly, for Argentina, it also required combining self-worth and
coping. The model did not fit the China data as well; many of the
feelings subdomains needed to be combined. The data from China
also did not fit the positive and negative measurement factors in
the same manner.

Item Performance: IRT Results

The IRT analysis found that response categories worked well
for most items (see Appendix Table A.4 in Supplemental Materials
found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2021.11.1361). Response
categories for the self-care items using frequency response op-
tions did not work well in any of the countries. The response
categories for items “I had support when I needed it,” “I got along
well with people around me,” “I felt calm,” “I felt like a failure,”
and “I felt unsafe” had evidence of merged categories in at least 1
country. These problems may indicate that fewer levels are
required for the response options for these items.

Evidence from the IRT models (including item fit [from the S
statistic]), the influence of the positive/negative measurement
factors in the CFA, and the amount of information each item added
and where this occurred on the latent construct (from the item
information functions [IIFs]) was interpreted in the light of
whether items are conceptually aiming to measure something

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2021.11.1361


Table 2. Summary statistics from the psychometric surveys

Respondent
characteristics

UK (online),
n (%)

UK (article),
n (%)

Argentina,
n (%)

Australia,
n (%)

China,
n (%)

Germany,
n (%)

USA,
n (%)

Age, mean (SD) 41.4 (15.5) 63.5 (16.1) 37.4 (12.8) 49.9 (16.9) 35.9 (8.6) 44.8 (17.1) 53.8 (17.5)

Female 752 (58.0) 345 (55.0) 201 (40.4) 201 (39.1) 298 (60.0) 253 (51.0) 436 (48.3)

Degree 660 (50.9) 229 (36.5) 267 (53.7) 242 (47.1) 378 (76.1) 250 (50.4) 398 (44.1)

Carer 393 (30.3) 198 (31.6) 339 (68.2) 115 (22.4) 226 (45.5) 280 (56.5) 196 (21.9)
Hours cared
1-19 151 (38.4) 55 (26.7) 145 (45.2) 56 (48.7) 71 (31.4) 123 (43.9) 92 (50.3)
20-49 132 (33.6) 36 (17.5) 110 (34.3) 24 (20.9) 134 (59.2) 93 (33.2) 48 (26.2)
$50 86 (21.9) 100 (48.5) 66 (20.6) 28 (24.3) 17 (7.5) 47 (16.8) 43 (23.5)

Social care 226 (17.4) 131 (20.9) 287 (57.8) 77 (15.0) NA 131 (26.4) 86 (9.5)

Long-term condition 906 (69.9) 554 (88.4) 317 (63.8) 374 (72.8 ) 357 (71.8) 333 (67.1) NA

Asthma 211 (16.3) 106 (16.9) 68 (13.7) 78 (15.2) 44 (8.9) 40 (8.1) 76 (8.4)

Arthritis 193 (14.9) 166 (26.5) 36 (7.2) 100 (19.5) 45 (9.1) 25 (5.0) 161 (17.8)

Heart conditions 86 (6.6) 110 (17.5) 62 (12.5) 41 (8) 43 (8.7) 35 (7.1) 86 (9.5)

Stroke 25 (1.9) 35 (5.6) 6 (1.2) 10 (1.9) 12 (2.4) 14 (2.8) 19 (2.1)

Overactive thyroid 19 (1.5) 8 (1.3) 18 (3.6) 12 (2.3) 25 (5.0) 14 (2.8) 14 (1.6)

Underactive thyroid 60 (4.6) 55 (8.8) 28 (5.6) 12 (2.3) 18 (3.6) 32 (6.5) 68 (7.5)

Bronchitis/emphysema 32 (2.5) 18 (2.9) 18 (3.6) 31 (6) 40 (8.0) 28 (5.6) 42 (4.8)

Liver conditions 23 (1.8) 14 (2.2) 14 (2.8) 14 (2.7) 29 (5.8) 3 (0.6) 23 (2.5)

Cancer 76 (5.8) 62 (9.9) 95 (19.1) 19 (3.7) 13 (2.6) 196 (39.5) NA

Diabetes 136 (10.5) 150 (23.9) 145 (29.2) 50 (9.7) 71 (14.3) 59 (11.9) 122 (13.5)

Epilepsy 34 (2.6) 13 (2.1) 17 (3.4) 4 (0.8) 4 (0.8) 11 (2.2) 4 (0.4)

High blood pressure 162 (12.5) 163 (26.0) 63 (12.7) 107 (20.8) 81 (16.3) 92 (18.6) 276 (30.6)

IBS 173 (13.3) 62 (9.9) 41 (8.3) 33 (6.4) 11 (2.2) 27 (5.4) 49 (5.4)

Depression 245 (18.9) 84 (13.4) 83 (16.7) 159 (30.9) 106 (21.3) 62 (12.5) 113 (12.5)

Generalized
anxiety disorder

230 (17.7) 67 (10.7) 128 (25.8) 144 (28) 89 (17.9) 36 (7.3) 98 (10.9)

Back pain NA NA NA 157 (30.5) NA NA NA

Disability NA NA NA 47 (9.1) 19 (3.8) NA 102 (11.3)

Chronic hepatitis B NA NA NA NA 120 (24.1) NA NA

HIV/AIDS NA NA NA NA 101 (20.3) NA 6 (0.7)

Other physical 265 (20.4) 144 (23.0) 30 (6.0) 94 (18.3) 8 (1.6) 57 (11.5) 192 (21.3)

Other mental 141 (10.9) 83 (13.2) 4 (0.8) 35 (6.8) 2 (0.4) 25 (5.0) 52 (5.8)

Total 1296 627 497 514 497 496 903

EQ-5D-3L, mean (SD) 0.646 (0.34) 0.659 (0.32) 0.573 (0.31) NA 0.821 (0.17) 0.694 (0.24) 0.79 (0.19)

EQ-5D-5L, mean (SD) 0.737 (0.26) 0.74 (0.26) 0.879 (0.14) 0.733 (0.23) 0.820 (0.18) 0.773 (0.27) 0.76 (0.26)

ASCOT, mean (SD) 0.725 (.26) 0.802 (.22) NA 0.764 (0.24) NA NA 0.84 (0.19)

SWEMWBS, mean (SD) 22 (7) 25.7 (6.8) 24.2 (6) 21.8 (6.1) 25.9 (5.8) 24.9 (6.0) 25.75 (6.74)

Note. Detail regarding EQ-5D utility scoring for each country is shown in Appendix in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2021.11.1361. Note
that respondents may report having .1 health condition.
ASCOT indicates Adult Social Care Outcomes Toolkit; HIV/AIDS, human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immunodeficiency syndrome; IBS, irritable bowel syndrome;
NA, not available; SWEMWBS, short Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale; UK, United Kingdom; USA, United States of America.
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slightly different to the other items within the construct and the
positive/negative framing of items within the domain (see
Supplemental Material found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2
021.11.1361). For example, for the anxiety domain, the IIF for the
item “I felt anxious” provided more information than the item “I
felt worried” in the United States, United Kingdom, Germany, and
Australia and a similar level to other items in China and Argentina,
suggesting a stronger performance for the former item. At the
same time, the IIFs for the other item in this domain, “I felt calm,”
was well below other IIFs in all countries, but this was interpreted
in the light of this being a positively rather than negatively framed
item.

There is some evidence of DIF for many of the items (see
Appendix Table A.4 in Supplemental Materials found at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2021.11.1361), most commonly age-related
DIF. Some of the items in the domains of self-care, happiness,
and self-worth were found to have relatively higher occurrences
of DIF. DIF was also identified in items in the control and anxiety

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2021.11.1361
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2021.11.1361
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2021.11.1361
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2021.11.1361
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Figure 1. Confirmatory factor analysis (excluding the domains seeing, hearing, sleep problems, and discomfort).

CFI indicates comparative fit index; CI, confidence interval; RMSEA, root mean square error of approximation; TLI, Tucker-Lewis index; UK, United Kingdom.
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domains for those in the sample reporting a mental health
condition.

Item Performance Overall

Based on the psychometric evidence, approximately half of the
items (n = 32) were judged to perform very or fairly well by at
least 5 countries. Some had mixed evidence (n = 27) whereas a
limited number of items (n = 7) were judged as performing poorly
by any country. This evidence was used to support the consulta-
tion with wider stakeholders.1
Discussion

Overview

The results from testing the candidate items indicated that
most items performed well across the patient groups. Missing data
did not discriminate between items, in part because most data
were collected via an online platform where skipping items was
not possible. Most items achieved a good spread across the
response choices. Skewed distributions were present for items in
the domains of mobility, self-care, hearing, seeing, and safety
reflecting expectations that most respondents would not have
problems in these domains and only very few respondents would
have severe problems. Pain and discomfort measured by severity
also had very few respondents using the poorest response option;
nevertheless, identifying patients with very severe pain can be
important when evaluating interventions.

Most items were able to distinguish between respondents with
physical and mental health conditions and by severity of condition
where this was tested; hence, this provides little basis for
discrimination. The known group validity evidence was mixed for
carers with mostly small or insignificant effect sizes for carers
versus noncarers and across high- versus low-hour carers.
Although we may have expected to see high-hour carers scoring
lower on some items (such as relationships and activities) without
more detail on the type of caring, it is hard to draw conclusions
from this. Furthermore, the matching across carers based on age,
gender, and long-term condition may not have adequately
captured other related characteristics.

The conceptual model was generally confirmed although there
was evidence of high correlation between the final factors. The
data were best modeled as a bifactor model with positive and
negative measurement factors along with the construct/domain
factors. Although we use the terms “negatively and positively
worded measurement factors,” we acknowledge that we do not
have a clear understanding of what is behind these latent con-
structs. The CFA identified a well-fitting model with 15 domains
for UK, Australian, and US data. A further 4 domains (seeing,
hearing, discomfort, and sleep problems) from the original con-
ceptual model were not included for testing in this CFA but had
been identified as independent in earlier (secondary) data analysis
(see Technical Appendix in Supplemental Materials found at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2021.11.1361). Achieving well-fitting
model for other countries involved removing energy and merg-
ing of domains leaving 13 separate domains for Germany, 12 for
Argentina, and 10 for China. The items designed to capture
meaningful and valuable activity, problems with daily activities,
and feelings of control and autonomy did not clearly identify these
different constructs.

The CFA model relied upon controlling for 2 measurement
factors; nevertheless, there is no well-established method for
conducting IRT on multidimensional models. Given that most
($69% for all domains) of the variance in items in the UK data was
explained by domain factors rather than the measurement factors,
it was reasonable to conduct the IRT on separate domains.

Strengths and Limitations

The psychometric analysis relied on large mixed samples in
different countries with different languages and cultural values. A
mix of patients with physical and mental health conditions and
social care users and carers were targeted in the different coun-
tries, which enabled assessment of the questions in future users.
Online recruitment enabled certain patient groups to be recruited
in a timely and cost-effective way that was standardized across
the countries. Accepted methods for assessing the psychometric

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2021.11.1361
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performance of items were applied to inform the selection of
items for the measure. Focusing on specific analysis (eg, excluding
factor analysis for domains such as hearing and seeing) and using
available data (eg, using items from other questionnaires to allow
factor analysis to be undertaken) ensured that there was a balance
between research requirements and respondent burden.

Nevertheless, there were some limitations. There were few
respondents in the lowest levels of pain/discomfort that may be
important in assessments of interventions but those in very severe
pain may be harder to recruit. Although social care users and
carers were included, there was some ambiguity with regard to
impact on health and wellbeing and no clear markers to test
sensitivity. Receiving social care has an ambiguous interpretation
on quality of life: it may indicate a greater need for social care or
the effectiveness of receiving services; therefore, known group
assessment was not undertaken for this group. For the caring role,
caring for a friend or relative may suggest a person has higher
wellbeing (such as close relationships28); alternatively, the caring
role may reduce health and wellbeing. The caring burden was
proxied here through hours of caring, which may be a weak
indicator.

Data were drawn from 6 countries but these do not cover the
same samples, which limits our ability to make between country
comparisons. Online recruitment meant assessment of missing
data could not be fully undertaken although this was partly
mitigated by the inclusion of a article-based survey in the United
Kingdom. In this study, online respondents were younger than
those who completed the measure by article. Practicalities of the
article version distribution resulted in a limited use of randomi-
zation of the order of items, which left a risk of order effects.

The known group analysis was mainly patient versus healthy
population comparison. This is only a crude test and may not
discriminate between respondents (indeed we find high effect
sizes for almost all items). Although there were comparisons of
severity, these were based on relevant EQ-5D dimension levels for
arthritis and mental health and there were no clinical severity
indicators. The aim for the final measure is to be sensitive to
changes in health and wellbeing from treatment or services pro-
vided to meet individual needs. The known group difference
assessment did not include indicators that could assess this type
of sensitivity.

There was some evidence of “negative” and “positive” mea-
surement factors within the factor analysis suggesting that some
respondents answer negatively and positively framed questions
differently.

Although the psychometric analysis here suggests the potential
to merge subdomains, particularly for China, Germany, and
Argentina, where the best fitting model arose when subdomains
were merged, this merging is data driven and could arise from a
common co-occurrence of problems across conceptually distinct
domains. This is a particular concern in the non-UK samples,
which had a more limited diversity of patient groups. The extent
to which conceptually separate domains could be treated as
merged for future patient groups or users of the measure is not
clear.

The initial conceptual model3 was developed from qualitative
evidence from Western context. This may explain why the model
achieves a poorer fit within the data from China and points to the
difficulty in developing a generic measure valid in all countries
and cultures.

The DIF analysis relied upon the significance of DIF and did not
explore the magnitude of DIF; hence, it is unclear how problem-
atic the identified DIF is. Additionally, some DIF analysis
comparing subgroups with smaller sample sizes may have lacked
power.29
The focus on this analysis was on providing evidence to sup-
port item selection that would complement qualitative face val-
idity work. Further psychometric analysis on the final EQ-HWB
instrument could address many other interesting questions.
Conclusions

A candidate pool of EQ-HWB items (n = 64) was tested to
assess their psychometric performance to support the selection of
items for inclusion in the new measures.1 The international evi-
dence found that most of the items performed well but high-
lighted that some items had mixed evidence and may perform less
well in different contexts. The conceptual model indicated that
there were 19 subdomains that reflect health and wellbeing in this
diverse population.

Psychometrics is an essential step to select items to generate a
valid measure of health and wellbeing. This analysis combined
multiple methods to provide a broad range of evidence for this
purpose.
Supplemental Materials

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in the
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